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Newark Museum,U.S., United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Bilingual. 292 x 241
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Introducing 230 examples of the Newark Museum s
collection of nearly 3,000 Chinese paper cuts, this bilingual Chinese-English publication traces the
earliest moments of the tradition of Chinese paper cuts to its use throughout the twentieth century.
It features superior examples of Qing Dynasty (1644-1911) traditional paper-cuts used as complex
embroidery patterns, beautiful good-luck ornaments for windows and walls as well as intricate
decorations for seasonal parade floats but also rare survivors of the Republic Period (1911-42) as
well as a vast, almost encyclopedic, collection of paper-cuts affiliated with the rise of communism
in China (1942-1980). Maud Russell (1893-1989), a social worker with the Young Women s Christian
Association in China from 1917 to 1943, became a fervent believer in communism translating tracts
from Chinese into English and distributing them in the United States until her death, gifted the
majority of this paper cut collection to the Newark Museum. The breadth and depth of the meaning
and uses of Chinese paper cuts will astonish readers, making a distinct contribution to scholastic
discourse on this little known (especially to the West)...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely not straightforward to get started on studying but extremely exciting to read. It is really simplistic but shocks in the 50 percent of
the ebook. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ally Reichel-- Ally Reichel

This publication is amazing. It is definitely basic but shocks in the fi y percent of your publication. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogues are for concerning if you question me).
-- Prof. Kirk Cruickshank DDS-- Prof. Kirk Cruickshank DDS
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